A Reply to Critical Comments –World War II

By Richard Sale 

I see that my offhand comments about World War II got all the dogs barking.

There is a good book by Liddell Hart, the author of Strategy who also did a book, The Other Side of the Hill in which Field Marshall von Rundstedt states that he was surprised that the US didn’t invade France in 1943, not 1944, after Germany had occupied the rest of France in 1943. “I thought you would take advantage of this extensive stretching of our resources,” he said. Can anyone imagine what that invasion would have done to the future of Eastern Europe, if the invasion had been tried a year earlier? Chester Wilmont did a whole book expressing his intense disappointment that the invasion wasn’t tried earlier. At least that is my best recollection of it. Time always matters in war, especially in a war when the future of the continent was going to be decided by the movement of armies.

I think that Roosevelt, in addition to not being a great strategist, had an incomprehensible soft spot for Stalin, seeing him as another “Progressive.”  His close associate, the wealth lawyer, Joseph E. Davies, the American Ambassador to Moscow from 1936-8, clearly a Soviet sympathizer to the degree of being a pawn, called Stalin, “Uncle Joe,” and likened the NKVD to America’s FBI.  Davies also gave endless, glowing testimonials about the virtues of Stalin and the wonders of Soviet society.  When the 1944 invasion arrived, FDR told his cabinet that his priority was to “give help to the Russian people,” very neatly sidestepping the question of the character of the regime the Russians were living under. But FDR didn’t announce that commitment to the Russian people because of U.S. popular hostility to Russia.

But it should be remembered that neither the State Department nor the British Foreign Office were in any way happy with their cobelligerent, Stalin. Gen. Pownall, chief of the British Home Army, wrote in his diary that the Russians were “a lot of dirty lots of murdering thieves…double crossers of the deepest dye.”

But we aided Stalin because the survival of Russia was essential to the survival of the United States.  There are acres of literature on this including Bohlen’s memoirs, Kennan’s, Kitchen and Colberg, and A Permutter’s, FDR and Stalin, the Not So Grand Alliance, and many others. 
But in World War II, we started late, the British had been in the war a long time, and they were weary and lacked drive. We proceeded to attack Germany with no solid knowledge of the Russian personality that was fighting on the other side, a system fighting not for the liberation of Europe, but to enslave everything it conquered.

The lunacy Richardson speaks of consists to me in the effort to found a new world order based on ourselves, Russia, and a China – a country whose best regions were already under control of Mao when the war ended.  That is lunacy. A total misreading of a crucial situation.  Roosevelt had another incomprehensible soft for China, the results of which we endure today. 

But most important, we Americans had no sound considerations of the balance of power as the war reached midpoint. I rummaged around and found this passage in Kennan, “…democracy is not uncomfortably similar to one of those prehistoric monsters with a body as long as this room and a brain the size of a pin; he lies there in his comfortable primeval mud and pays little attention to his environment; he is slow to wrath – in fact you practically have to whack his tail off to make him aware his interests are being disturbed; but once he grasps this, he lays about him with such blind determination that he not only destroys his adversary but largely destroys his native habitat. You wonder whether it would not have been wiser for him to have taken a little more interest in what was going on at an earlier date.”

A personal note.  I am baffled by someone who said my criticism was “easy to make 70 years after the war.” And his reply took thought and effort?

I was also completely baffled by Tyler who said it is “still all about Jews nonstop.”

So there’s no Asia, Russia, Europe, the Middle East, no the problems in Africa? I guess those are run by Jews too. This is real lunacy. 




